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Trainers Discuss
Good Practices of
Directorship
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Dr Chung and wife Dr Lee in their office.
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Dr Chung, you and your wife Alice
have been acting as facilitators to
provide training to HKIoD members
for years. Can you recall as to why you
two joined HKIoD in the beginning?
Dr Chung: We have been friends with
HKIoD Treasurer Mr Man Mo Leung for
a long time. We also are acquainted with
the Institute’s founding chairman Dr
Moses Cheng Mo Chi. At one point, Mr
Man introduced the two of us to HKIoD’s
Chief Executive Officer Dr Carlye Tsui
and the late Council Member Mr A F M
Conway. During our very first conversation, we learned to our delight that we had
quite a few common friends. So we hit it
off really well. Shortly afterwards, Dr Tsui
invited us to become facilitators for the
various HKIoD training programmes. And
that’s what we have been doing ever since.
As a member of the Training Committee
and the SME Committee (focusing on
helping small, medium-sized enterprises),
I have been teaching courses or acting as
the instructor for board-appointed training
programmes. As for my wife Alice, she
mainly acts as the facilitator of accountingrelated courses.
What do the both of you consider
core values that all company directors must abide by?
Dr Chung: I believe that prudence and
due diligence are the key qualifications for
any company director. When acting as an
independent non-executive director (INED)
in past years, I devoted quite a bit of time
and effort to try to understand the sectors
in which the various companies operated.
Dr Lee: I agree 100 per cent. To carry out
due diligence, any member of a board will
have to make an effort. I am in the accounting
profession. But that doesn’t mean that the
board that I serve on will vest me, an
accounting professional, with the sole task
of analysing and critiquing the financial
statements and reports. Whether they are
trained or not in a given discipline and
whether they are new or experienced, all
board members must carry out diligently

their responsibilities or duties to the
company.
What are the key duties of an INED?
Dr Chung: A board must have members
playing different roles. INEDs play the
important role of helping the board attain
checks and balances. An INED doesn’t
have to play the devil’s advocate deliberately.
Rather, he or she should lend support to
management and work diligently to collaborate towards improving the company’s
welfare.
Indeed, it takes a lot of knowledge and
skills to master the art of maximising one’s
impact as an INED. In Hong Kong, people
take on the duties of INEDs mainly
because they have been moved by the
sincerity of someone else on the board
inviting them to join. Their main desire is
to help others and the company and not to
earn a director’s fee. Some new to a board
is not necessarily familiar with the sector
the company is in. Certainly, when it
comes to understanding the company’s
operations, an INED never can hold a light
up to the chief executive officer. With a
board made up of mainly Chinese
members, the chair must have enough
“clout,” so to speak, and to wield his or her
influence. Most new INEDs will need
some time to adapt. Successful INEDs I
met over the years all seemed to exude
confidence, reaching out proactively to
other board members to build congenial
working relationships. In addition, they
made efforts to understand the company’s
business conditions and enrolled in
continued professional training for
directors. All this would help new INEDs
build a reputation and win trust among
colleagues so that they can move on to
accept bigger challenges.
Other markets – for instance, the USA –
offer courses devoted expressly to the
training of INEDs. Recently, this type of
training is being given more credence and
attention in Hong Kong. HKIoD, indeed,
has done its fair share to promote INED
training via courses and publications.
However, I hate to say that compared to

The couple at a dinner function.
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Europe and America, Hong Kong still is at
an early stage in the grooming and
development of INEDs.
Board diversity is a hot topic of recent
years. What is your view on this?
Dr Chung: Board diversity certainly is a
positive thing. By incorporating members
of different viewpoints and backgrounds, a
board certainly will be able to broaden its
perspective. This is especially important for
Hong Kong, a meeting point of Chinese
and Western cultures. Both a company’s
business and the market are open to global
influences. I know, for instance, that one
Hong Kong listed company had on its board
a renowned Japanese scholar as INED.
Dr Lee: It is not hard for a company that
believes in board diversity and is earnest
about achieving the most complementary
mix of INEDs to set up such a board.
However, a company also must take into
account the time, effort and additional costs
involved in hiring an INED from abroad.
Compared to the time of its inceptive,
what has HKIoD undergone in terms
of changes?
Dr Lee: Obviously, the scale of HKIoD
has expanded substantially. Membership
has increased; same with the size of staff.

Now you have more staff working on
organising more programmes for director
development and activities promoting
corporate governance. With duties
delegated more clearly and divided among
more staff, these programmes are getting
better. HKIoD has made great efforts to
draw companies’ attention to corporate
governance. This change in the Hong
Kong business world is most apparent in
the past 20 years.
Dr Chung: The appearance of HKIoD on
the Hong Kong scene has lent greater
support to those who wish to acquire
professional skills as company directors.
As I taught courses in recent years, I
noticed that many INEDs were willing to
spend time to improve their governance
skills. Among them was quite a number of
Hong Kong listed companies headquartered on Mainland China. Many of these
“students” were either chief operating
officers or chief financial officers wishing
to learn more specifically how to operate as
listed company directors in this open and
mature market. Moreover, as many of
HKIoD members are the main decision
makers in their companies, I believe that if
HKIoD teaches them more governance
know-how and train them in strategic
thinking, then it surely has room to
contribute more to the local business
world.
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ᗩᇺിρڷᗩఃቈിρڍЉஏӻԑ
پᐊӈᏰོޟஉଋ፞แޟᏲৱȂڍΡ࿋
ߑ࣏դёΣҏོڹŀ
ᗩȈا۶щщൌ࣏ᐯྻԇҦћድډԐ
ӠߞցވуȂϵሮᝊ൹ྻѹਯᏑውขൾЀ
ȄညՐћԐӠЬᐯྻߞ֖ࣆᗁ໗ठ
ൾЀ۶ЏࣇನڰկஈԐӠຜاেሮᝊȂဥ
Ҽ݃թൌԴЙԢߞЄգहԢߞވуȂ
ЂਛϘڍՂࣇȂൾЀـᘛاেҍԇᐯ
ྻைߞᐱਰЫȂاϘߡҍԇை
۶КЈԋ৶ྻ৶ȂԺዴిఱை
ȂݕᑉԇၭྻڰॗைߞᐱਰȄ
щщࡋԺዴҍԇգᝯྻߞைᐱ
ਰȄ
ڍ՝ᇯ࣏Ȃհ࣏ီٱᔖ၎ԤٲਯЖቋ
ڹŀ
ᗩȈاሮऎᚰྕ۶ᆽᚚߞയԇȂ࣏ർԇၭ
ڰӅঋߞ౧ԆȄڼՂჅҝاҍԇᑾӲࠧே
֖ၭڰȂऎϞർԇᚚയȂࠅϞЙьґшሮ
ᝊгҦߞசȂϞႋгҦݙߞधߞఐ
Ȅ
ȈاϵպԊպԢྍȄऎϞᆽᚚȂԴၭڰ
ྻаቮգݙѾҍȄاంྻڰߞȂ֭
ڹՂթȂၭྻڰϵЙྻϞႋசඡࠑ
ຈຈЍ֯Ȃऎգႍўব०ၭߞڰᚚ
ȂԴၭྻڰаُ֜ၭڰȂЙᎢ࣏Ϡ
ЀȂ࣏ྲјᘘ࣏ցݺ၃ᢚߞȂൌঋཔᐬԳ
ऎгҦኹ֖ᚚକ۶യԇȄ
ᐊӈᐿҳߨஈီٱᔖԤٲкौᙛ
ڹŀ
ᗩȈၭྻڰቮঋЙԢߞ֒ڎȂᑾၭׄၭ
ྻڰႿ७ŤũŦŤŬŴġ Ţůťġ ţŢŭŢůŤŦŴȂԇদႽቈȄ
ڗऎᑾၭȂڭЙ҃ࠑྍےঋԴྻ៉ϯࢺह
хྍڍȄᖔгҦѽদԇҐϢၭྻڰȂՀ
ᕕຜПᇒನኸњࢺȂׅϧᢰ݃թԪ֯Ȃᓖ
ِгҦߞᇊॅȄ
ᑉԇᑾၭȂԴၭྻڰϯ෭൵Ђ֯ӡȂ࣏
ϘࠝಎߞᐯயȄԴশสߞఐȂᑾၭऎ
ԋҍϧȂԺۦгҦߞ႕ྍӇஜȂᜃϘ
Ԋᕒׄ־Ϡ۶ԋߞѕȂփࠧڭԯऎࠛ
ȄྲҐϢၭߞྻڰᑾၭȂӏӅጢఉгҦݙ
ߞ֖ȂॶᎢᅆгҦаൊߞϞႋȂӺϘ
ܠЙфгҦߞ֖ࣆᗁ໗ȄԴКϠऎѹߞ
ၭྻڰȂѹਯቮঋݙᓜȶᕅఀ֝ඞȷȂϵ
ႵԺႻӡЎߞᠩϧȂᑾၭԴ൵ࠐӏӅ
କϯᏋᕕȄاჃۖჅґߞᑾၭൌգ
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During time out from studies in the USA, the three sons pose with their parents under a Christmas tree.
ᘨѩϘਛԪȄᘨਛϬ֜гЄԴग़ᡝ੩Ȅ

ϘԊࠫȂѹஜߋۤሃၭێྻڰҁ৶ጢ
ປȂ࢙ӲډՀߞᝯ࠼ȂڭѷׅϧϞႋгҦ
ߞᖉႻఐȂணҐၭڰ་Ȃѽϯᇌ
ᇌൌକׄᑾၭ࢙ӲࢃࠫȂ៏ఀԢࠫߞڰ
ԇȂ݀ࢢـർԇၭߞڰᚚയȄġ
ԴҳՂग़ȂգϘڱࠝፚᑾၭߞ
ȂࠕՐഺўবߞቮِԴশสϵఀۖӒ
ȂশสၭڰᐯྻϵஇϞЙьґшȂՂ෩ڻ
۶ҍߍ៳ҏߏȂ֭শส۶ገग़हѧ
ȂԴഺўবߞਣᘘ࣏ѧႵݺ՝งߞ༥
ࣱȄ
ီོٱӻϯϽߖԑӌཾᆓޟݽዥߞၗ
ᚠȂձঈԤϧቄࣼڹݲŀ
ᗩȈԺЮмည๒࣏ՀڰȂକਟૼـԺЙ
Ԣऻޱ۶ڽЙԢ०ߞၭڰҐϢȂକᙖ
ᘮၭߞྻڰൎȂэ࣏ێশส࣏К֘ћм
ӹࣹߞԳўȂгҦߞச۶Ҿඞ࣏বԨѵ
धߞȂڼՂߢاႽশสգϯҾгҦබฅၑ
ӡߢԩߞџӎᐯ߰ऎгҦᑾၭȄ
ȈгҦՂሮऎၭڰԺЮм࣏দঋߞȂգ
ѕऎၭྻڰඵر൵ߞڸ୨ྥȂЙႿۖഺ

ӫߞȄည๒ϵӅ༷ւዋۖంҳԳၑࠧே
ၭȂݙቮߞ༡ȃӡ۶ᛝҳߞњҍྻ
ႵԺȄ
ᏰོԙҳՍϬȂڍ՝ឈுᏰོငᐣΟ
ᙽٲᡐڹŀ
ȈށᢖᐯྻߞഢጀԴЙᙝ״ЂȂྻ৶ዴ
ӫԴኧҐȂ૪੩ϵգـԺϠјᗝᓱـԺ
ЙԢգૈၭڰਣ۶యዃԋᇒߞ༵ӫ
ȂЍ֯ፑඛжࢢ༵ӫᓱఀـՀȄশสၭ
ڰᐯྻᆽϞ࢝ЂׅϧᢰгҦـᝯަԋᇒ
ȂࠕĳıՐڽഺؼᢏ࣏हညށᢖߞȄ
ᗩȈၭڰᐯྻߞҍᢰգѕᐯ೫ၭڰ
ثҼߞϠ৶ఀۖـԺњ෯ȄࠕՐاჅ
ྍۖȂߺࠅ༡ᐯ೫ډՀᇒߞᐯ৶
ࠧ௱ԺȂညКЙьڽԴশสϯҾȂᗁг
ҦനݺКߞԋȄশส࣏Ϙৎ༟ݸ۶
ጢߞҾඞȂഺزᐯ৶Йь࣏ԋߞ֖ࣆݕ
சၭڰȂౕ࢝ؓϞႋԴশสϯҾгҦߞ
ۍᢜᑆ֯ȄҩҳȂᐯྻߞྻ৶Йь࣏ԋ
ߞѹঋٙຉ߰ȂԨҁেཇఱфྲـԋᇒߢ
ᝊȂைᏳҁেߞຉರࢥᇯȂഺўবᐯྻକ
ឥधߞߩ༡ᘘգ࢝ԺȄ

